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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT 2022-23

Feedback on Curriculum b1' Teacher

Feedback collected from the teachers on the curriculum is analysed and the details are

summarised as follows:

L A total of5I teachers responded to the feedback out of63 members.

2. A majority of the teachers (60.8 per cent) opined that the existing curriculum

prescribed for the BHMS / M.D(Hom.) are framed in such a way as to cladry their

teaching goal and their expectation from students. The same is rated as excellent by

29.4 per cent, 7.8 per cent as good and 2 p€r cent as fair.

3. Fifty-five per cent ofthe teacheN opined that tbc existing curdculum is sumcient to

kidge the gap between theory and practice; the same is rated as exc€llent by 27.5 per

cent, 13.7 per c€nt as avemge and 3.9 per c-ent rated it as fair.

4. Most ofthe teacheE (90.2 per cent) opined that it is possible to complete the syllabus

pescribed for various years in BHMS and M.D(Hom.) programmes within the

stipulated time, and the remaining 9.2 per cent opin€d that additional classes ar€

requircd to complete the syllabus.

5. The majority ofthe rcspondents (54.9 per c€nt) rated the sufficienl reference materials

and books available for topics mentioned in the syllabus, the same is rated as

excellent by 35,3 per cent and the remaining 9.8 per cent rated it as average.

6. The evaluation methods mentioned in the curriculum are suficient for providing a

proper assessmenl of studcnls rated as good by 66.7 pr cefi,27-5 per cent rated as

exc€llent. 3.9 per cent rated as average and the rcmaining as poor.

7. The majority ofthe members of the faculty (96.1 per cent) rated the existing syllabus

as adequlte to pose challenges and the remaining arc imdequat€ to pose challenges.

8. Similarly, the majority ofthe fsculty (98 per cent) rat€d the existing evaluation system

as adequale and the remaining rated it as inadequate.

9. The majority of the faculty (94.1 p€I cent) rated the existing cuniculum for BHMS

and M.D(Hom.) ale adequate to develop skills in case taking and prescriptions, it is

inadequate to 3.9 per cent ard 2 pe! cent opined it as dull.
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-F10. The majority of the members of the faculty (96 per cent) opined lhat the existing

curriculum has a wider scope for integrating lcT-based teaching and the remaining

rated that only limited scope is available for integrating ICT.
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